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Fitzmaurice Voicework Pilot Study with fMRI 

 

Abstract: Fitzmaurice Voicework (FV) is a voice training methodology used by performing 

artists and in corporate and clinical settings. Although little quantitative research has been done 

on FV, reports from practitioners suggest that it may enhance cognitive control during 

performance. The present study used neuroimaging to investigate the neurobiological effects of 

FV. Ten FV certified teachers participated in a pilot study in which they were scanned pre- and 

post- FV Destructuring/tremoring (DsT) and gentle aerobics. In resting state scans, greater 

connectivity was observed between the right executive control network (RECN) and the 

language network post-FV DsT relative to gentle aerobics, whereas RECN connectivity between 

anterior salience and visuospatial networks was reduced. During a category learning test, right 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (part of RECN) activation on correct trials was greater for post FV 

DsT compared to pre FV DsT. Together, these results suggest that FV could impact executive 

cognitive control networks in the brain, corroborating reports from practitioners, suggesting a 

locus for potential therapeutic effects, and securing critical pilot data necessary to support further 

(and larger) studies. 

 

Keywords: fMRI, Fitzmaurice Voicework, executive control network (ECN), dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), Destructuring, acting, voice 

 

Introduction 

 

This pilot study examined the neural and cognitive effects of Fitzmaurice Voicework® (FV), 

specifically, the “Destructuring” feature of the approach. Catherine Fitzmaurice developed key 

elements of FV over 40 years ago as a voice training methodology, primarily for use by actors 

and performing artists. Aspects of the approach have also been used by clinicians for 

voice/speech therapy, and for developing effective speaking skills for individuals, including 

within corporate and professional settings. In an essay for The Vocal Vision, Catherine 

Fitzmaurice (1997) expresses an overarching objective for FV: “It is for the optimal functioning 

of the breath energy, as power source, that I have searched” (248). 

A rudimentary overview of human phonation (voicing) begins with the three primary 

components of vocal production--power supply, oscillator, and system of amplification. The 

power supply--or “power source,” as Fitzmaurice puts it--of the voice includes the anatomical 

structures whose movements bring about respiration, including the diaphragm, rib cage and 

surrounding musculature, and abdominal muscles. As those structures move with varying 

degrees of energy to send breath in and out of the lungs, breath passes through the vocal folds 

(oscillators) to produce a stream of air that moves the vocal folds in ways that break up the 

airflow into pressure waves, creating voiced sounds. Similar to the tubing on a wind instrument, 

the vocal tract functions to increase the loudness of the voiced sounds (amplification). In seeking 

to enhance the interplay of physical movement, breath, and calibrated energy necessary for 

producing vocal sound, FV includes a primary focus on breathing as a foundational aspect of 

developing voice and speech skills. In FV “optimal functioning” includes expanded sensitivity, 

awareness, and flexibility of the breath, including the physical and mental energies that connect 

breath with the immediacy of thought, action, and text. In other words, FV seeks to “suit the 

[breath/] action to the word, the word to the [breath/] action” (Hamlet, 3.2). 
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To develop optimal functioning of breath energy, FV includes the use of modified yoga 

positions, and in some of the positions incorporates “physiologic tremors”--primarily in the 

extremities (arms and legs)--that are intentionally produced (Watson and Nayak 2014). In 

“Overview of Human Tremor Physiology,” Hallett refers to “physiologic tremor” as “a 

ubiquitous normal phenomenon” (1998, 43). 

In FV terminology, the integration of physiologic tremoring with modified yoga positions 

is referred to as “Destructuring.” Destructuring exercises are designed to release habitual patterns 

of holding excess tension in skeletal musculature, incorporating physiologic tremoring to 

enhance that release. In addition to release of unnecessary tension, the goals of 

Destructuring/tremoring (DsT) include increasing proprioception and encouraging breathing that 

responds to the respiratory demands of the modified yoga positions on a moment-to-moment 

basis. All of the goals for Destructuring align with what actors strive for in performance. Actors 

train to perform with balanced and fluid muscular effort for maximum expressivity. They aim to 

fine tune awareness of their bodies in space, in relation to other actors, and in relation to the 

architectural structures around them (both real and imagined). They learn to respond believably 

to sensations of smell, taste, hearing, touch, and seeing as cued by both actual and imagined 

stimuli. A dramatic situation may require that an actor shiver and cry out a fearful warning in one 

moment, then reach out to comfort a baby (which is actually a doll wrapped in a blanket) in the 

next moment. This observation by Peter Brook is illustrative of an essential connection between 

Destructuring and acting: 

 

I make a proposition to an actor’s imagination such as, ‘She is leaving you.’  At this 

moment deep in him a subtle movement occurs. Not only in actors--the movement occurs 

in anyone, but in most non-actors the movement is too slight to manifest itself in any 

way: the actor is a more sensitive instrument and in him the tremor is detected. ([1968] 

1996, 109) 

 

To skillfully mirror daily life in performance, actors seek to breathe in ever-changing, 

spontaneous ways to satisfy immediate character needs that are physiological, psychological, and 

communicative. In Destructuring, actors engage in a flexible sequence of exercises, analogous to 

that of the dancer’s barre or the musician’s scales, whereby they may practice the most basic 

aspect of spontaneous human response--that of allowing the breath to follow and be attuned with 

the mutable exigencies of daily activity, from gentle to highly demanding. In addition to 

Destructuring, other primary features of Fitzmaurice Voicework are Restructuring (breath 

management and supported phonation), Presence, and Play. These elements of FV are described 

in detail in a number of articles (Fitzmaurice 1997, 2003, 2015; Fitzmaurice and Kotzubei 2005; 

Saklad 2011; Morrison, Kotzubei, and Seiple 2017).  

Anecdotal reporting and observations by two of the authors of this study [Watson and 

Hirshorn-Johnston], current and former students, and other FV teachers (Hague 2016; Hague and 

Sandage 2016; Kollwitz 2017; Morgan 2008; Watson and Nayak 2014, 2015) have suggested 

that practicing FV results in a range of effects that are desirable for acting. Reported effects 

directly related to acting include enhanced ability to discover and make novel choices; increased 

psycho-physical responsiveness to imagery; breaking away from pedestrian, conventional 

ideation into performing at greater levels of creativity; and freedom to explore without internal 

censure. FV teachers report, in themselves and in observations of their students, how engaging in 

FV has been instrumental in breaking through artistic blocks, and in developing unique 
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performances such as original devised works. Other reported effects are similar to those of 

"mindfulness meditation" and "flow state"1 (Hague 2016; Kollwitz 2017; Tang, Hölzel, and 

Posner 2015; Kilpatrick et al. 2011): reduced anxiety, increased confidence, and improved 

attentional focus and cognitive function. Coupled with the effects of FV on awareness and 

focused attention during acting, these anecdotal reports suggest that FV may achieve its positive 

effects on performance through enhancing the cognitive function of executive control. 

Executive control is a key cognitive function that allows people to selectively manipulate 

and use information to support goal directed behavior (Jurado and Roselli 2007; Banich 2009; 

Miyake and Friedman 2012; Royall et al. 2002). It is the cognitive function that allows us to 

flexibly deploy attention and cognitive resources to our performance in the present moment. In 

the current study, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to test the underlying 

neural basis of FV’s purported effects on executive control-like functions. FMRI measures how 

different brain regions change in their levels of activation in response to stimulation, such as in a 

cognitive task (task-based fMRI), or at rest. It does this by measuring increases in the amount of 

oxygenated blood--the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) response--that occurs when a 

brain region is processing information. We specifically examine changes in activation in the 

executive control networks (ECNs) of the brain. ECNs are regions of the brain that work together 

to support processes underlying executive control such as attentional deployment and problem 

solving, and often interact with other functional brain networks to support executive control over 

specific types of information. For example, in voice work, when focusing on the words one is 

producing during acting, executive control networks may work with language networks (parts of 

the brain responsible for producing and understanding language) to support accurate language 

production. The degree to which brain networks are working together or communicating is 

known as functional connectivity, which is measured as the statistical association between two 

brain regions’ activation time-courses during a task or at rest.  

Executive control is studied in the laboratory using neuropsychological tasks that 

encourage use of selective attention, flexible cognition, and problem solving. Many of these 

neuropsychological tasks have been developed to measure changes in executive control in 

clinical populations, including categorization tasks such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test,2 in 

which participants must learn to sort geometric stimuli by selectively attending to perceptual 

features, and then switch to novel rules. Executive control is a key factor in acting as well, where 

actors must selectively attend to their scripted text, breathing, voice, sensory imagery, 

communication with other actors, and moment-to-moment responses, all the while retrieving 

memories of how to perform in different scenes. Given that FV is reported to enhance these 

selective attention-based acting processes, it follows that FV may influence tasks known to tap 

executive control. Further, the states of “flow” and “mindfulness” that are anecdotally believed 

to be similar to psychological states elicited by FV are known to enhance executive control and 

lead to persistent changes in how the intrinsic networks of the brain communicate with one 

another (Ulrich et al. 2014; Brewer et al. 2011).  

Neurobiologically, executive control depends heavily on the prefrontal cortex (PFC) 

(Funashi 2001; Koechlin et al. 2003; Tanji and Hoshi 2008). The PFC contains a number of 

different brain regions involved with many higher-level cognitive processes including social and 

value-based judgments, reasoning, and decision making.  The lateral portion of the PFC is 

hierarchically organized in a rostral-to-caudal (front-to-back) organization where more anterior 

regions allow for control of more abstract or symbolic behavior, whereas more caudal regions are 

involved with basic control of perceptual attention (Badre and D’Esposito 2009). Damage to the 
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frontal cortex results in marked deficiencies in executive control tasks that require people to 

selectively attend to information to achieve goals (Demarkis 2010; Alvarez and Emory 2006), as 

is required in the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test. If FV impacts executive control abilities, it 

should lead to changes in activation of lateral PFC regions during deployment of executive 

control, and potentially to changes in how executive control networks interact with other brain 

regions during rest. Indeed, anecdotally similar states, such as mindfulness, are known to impact 

task-based activation in executive control networks (Allen et al. 2012) and alter how executive 

control networks communicate with other functional brain networks during rest (Brewer et al. 

2011; Creswell et al. 2016).  

In the present study, we tested Fitzmaurice Voicework’s effects on executive control 

networks and functional connectivity in the brain using fMRI scans of both “resting state” and 

“task-based” conditions. Resting-state fMRI is a popular technique that is used to measure how 

different brain networks communicate with each other, and how changes in these networks may 

reflect individual differences in cognition (Fox et al. 2007; Kelly et al. 2008), brain health 

(Greicius et al. 2004; Meda et al. 2014), or even transient changes in mental state (Waites et al. 

2005; Shirer et al. 2012; Tapp et al. 2017), such as may accompany FV DsT. Resting state 

networks are measured while people are lying in a scanner, but not performing a task. Resting 

state connectivity, the measure of communication between brain networks during rest, is assessed 

by calculating correlations of BOLD signal fluctuations in different brain regions (Hart 2016). 

Neuroscientists have identified systematic ways in which brain regions are connected into 

networks. These networks are involved with various cognitive functions such as language, 

auditory processing, visual processing, attentional salience, executive control, and sensorimotor 

functions, as well as “default mode” regions that are more active at rest and may reflect 

internally focused attention (Shirer et al. 2012) such as daydreaming or mind wandering. For 

example, some of the areas encompassed by the language network include the left inferior frontal 

gyrus (IFG) where Broca’s area is located, the right IFG, and the superior, middle, and 

supramarginal gyri of the temporal lobes. In terms of resting state fMRI, we hypothesized that 

there would be differences in how executive control networks (ECN) were coupled with 

language and perceptual networks (e.g., visuospatial) after FV DsT, as compared to our control 

task, gentle aerobics. Gentle aerobics was selected as a control task because it is comparable with 

FV DsT in increasing respiration rate, and blood flow and oxygen levels in the brain. 

 In addition to resting state, we also measured the effects of FV on BOLD activation 

during a cognitive task. Task-based fMRI is similar to resting state fMRI, except that it measures 

how regions of the brain respond to a particular type of cognitive task as opposed to measuring 

how different brain regions are intrinsically correlated. The task we used was a rule-based 

categorization task of the type known to recruit regions of the brain involved with executive 

control processes and verbal working memory (For review, see Ashby and Maddox 2005; Seger 

and Miller 2010). In the task, people see a set of items that can be categorized using different 

criteria, and their goal is to learn the criteria or “rule” that allows them to categorize the items 

correctly. After people learn a rule, the rule is switched, and they must learn a new one. This 

process of rule learning and switching involves executive control processes like selective 

attention, and it has previously been found to activate parts of the ECN (O’Bryan et al., 2018; 

Paniukov and Davis 2018). By being an established measure of executive functions, this task 

allowed us to concretely measure how FV DsT impacted executive control regions in the brain. 

Specifically, we expected that after FV DsT, activation in regions of the executive control 
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network would be more strongly coupled with the task, indicating stronger executive control, 

relative to aerobics.   

 

Methods 

 

Participants 

 

Participants were 10 certified FV teachers (6 female, 4 male) recruited via an email to 

the Fitzmaurice Voicework listserv and through the FV Facebook page. All participants were 

over the age of 25, had been actively engaged in FV practice for 3 or more years, and had no 

contraindications for MRI research as measured by a standard MRI screening form. FV teachers, 

instead of students, were used to control for potential variations in FV DsT ability that would be 

expected from participants still learning and exploring the technique. Additionally, FV certified 

instructors undergo specific and rigorous training during a certification process spanning 2 years, 

undertake subsequent teaching, and routinely practice the work. All participants gave written and 

informed consent and agreed to participation without compensation or direct benefit to them. The 

protocol was approved by the Human Research Protection Program of Texas Tech University.   

 

Experimental Design and Protocols 

 

All participants completed the study protocol at the Texas Tech Neuroimaging Institute (TTNI) 

between November 2016 and January 2017. The protocol was completed over the course of two 

days. Since even small movements can distort scan data making it unusable, both FV DsT and 

aerobic exercises were done outside the scanner. 

 

The Day 1 protocol was as follows:  
• Scan #1:  Baseline (resting state, category learning test) 

• Exercises performed outside of scanner (1 min. progressive relaxation; 10 min. either FV 

DsT or gentle aerobics) 

• Scan #2:  Resting state, category learning test 

 

The Day 2 protocol was as follows:  
• Scan #3: Baseline (resting state, category learning test) 

• Exercises performed outside of scanner (1 min. progressive relaxation; 10 min. either FV 

DsT or gentle aerobics) 

• Scan #4: Resting state, category learning test 

 

The design was balanced across participants such that 5 participants completed FV DsT on Day 1 

and aerobics on Day 2, and the other participants completed aerobics on Day 1 and FV DsT on 

Day 2. 

 

Neuroimaging Data Acquisition 

 

Imaging data were acquired at Texas Tech Neuroimaging Institute on a 3T Siemens Skyra using a 

20-channel head-coil. Functional images (task and resting state) were acquired in the axial plane 

using the Siemen’s product EPI sequence: TR = 2.09 s; TE = 25 ms; θ = 70°; FoV= 192 x 192 
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mm; matrix = 64 x 64; number of slices = 41, slice thickness = 2.5 mm; 0.5 mm gap. Slices were 

tilted to reduce orbitofrontal dropout (Deichmann et al. 2003). In addition, a high-resolution 

anatomical was collected for each of the participants using an MPRAGE sequence acquired in 

the sagittal plane: TR = 1.9 s; TE = 2.49 ms; θ = 9°; FoV = 240 x 240 mm; matrix = 256 x 256 

mm; slice thickness = 0.9 mm, slices = 192. 

 

Resting State Scans 

 

In the resting state scans, participants were simply asked to maintain eye fixation on a cross 

symbol (+) projected onto a screen inside the scanner. 

 

Rule-Based Category Learning Task 

 

Task-based scans involved single runs of the rule-based category learning task and were done 

after each resting state scan (4 runs total: pre-aerobics and post-aerobics; pre-FV and post-FV). 

The category learning task is described in detail in O’Bryan, Walden, Serra, and Davis (2018); 

see Figure S1, online supplemental information, for an illustration. In brief, on each trial of the 

task, participants would see sets of faces, objects, and scenes and were asked to choose a 

category for the set using a hand-held, button control box (3 seconds). One of the items (face, 

object, or scene) was predictive of category membership, and participants had to learn this item 

by trial and error. After choosing a category, participants would be told whether they were right 

or wrong and shown the correct category for the set of items (1.75 seconds). Then they would be 

asked if they wanted to solve the rule or continue (2 seconds). If participants chose to continue, 

they would see another set of items, categorize it, receive feedback, and be asked if they wanted 

to solve or continue again. Once a participant was satisfied that they knew the rule to categorize 

the sets of items, they could choose “solve,” and then they would be asked whether the rule was 

based on faces, objects, or scenes (3 seconds). After picking an answer, the rule would reset, and 

participants would have to learn a new rule. The task progressed in this fashion until the end of 

the scan. In order to isolate activation between individual trial components (stimulus 

presentation, feedback, continue, solve, and solution), we added brief periods of fixation in 

which the cross (+) symbol was presented on the screen for participants to watch until the next 

part of the trial started. This fixation is commonly used in neuroimaging research to overcome 

the limitations posed by the slow nature of the BOLD response. Fixation periods between each of 

the trial components were drawn from truncated exponential distributions with means of 2 

seconds.  

 

MRI Data Analysis 

 

One participant was excluded from all analysis due to moving out of the field-of-view for the 

post scans (task and resting) on their second day. A second participant was excluded from the 

category learning task only due to not making any correct responses during one scanning run.  

 

Resting State Analysis 

 

Resting state data were realigned using a 6-degree of freedom rigid body registration, skull-

stripped, spatially smoothed (6 mm kernel), and registered to participant’s high-resolution 
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anatomical and the standard space MNI template.3 Correction for motion artifact was carried out 

using ICA AROMA (Pruim et al. 2015). The data were then high pass filtered (cut-off = 100s) 

and global and white matter signals were regressed out. The mean time series was then 

calculated for each of 90 functional regions-of-interest (fROIs) from a standard resting state 

network parcellation (Shirer et al. 2012). These 90 fROIs comprised 14 resting state networks: 

Anterior Salience Network, Auditory Network, Basal Ganglia Network, Dorsal Default Mode 

Network, Higher Visual Network, Language Network, Left Executive Control Network, 

Sensorimotor Network, Posterior Salience Network, Precuneus Network, Primary Visual 

Network, Right Executive Control Network, Ventral Default Mode Network, and Visuospatial 

Network. 

Because our hypotheses suggested that FV would impact executive control, we focused 

on how connectivity between the right and left executive control networks (RECN and LECN) 

and other networks changed from pre-to-post and between FV and gentle aerobics. Connectivity 

was calculated between fROIs using a Pearson’s correlation and converted to z-scores using 

Fisher’s transform. We then tested whether the connectivity differed between session (aerobics 

vs. FV) during the post work-out period using a linear mixed effects model that included random 

intercept terms for subject and session within subject.  

 

Task-Based Analysis 

 

Two participants were excluded from the task-based analysis. One participant’s head moved out 

of the field of view between scans and a second participant did not make any correct responses 

during one scan. Task-based data was analyzed using a standard three-level mixed effects model 

implemented in FSL’s FEAT package (Jenkinson et al. 2012), a software package designed for 

linear regression analysis of fMRI data. The data were preprocessed using a rigid-body 

realignment, skull stripped, spatially smoothed (6 mm kernel), and registered to participant’s 

high-resolution anatomical and the standard space MNI template. The first-level model included 

the effects of task variables on activation within a single run for a single subject. Explanatory 

variables included stimulus presentation for correct and incorrect trials, solve vs continue 

decisions, correct vs. incorrect solutions, and trials in which participants failed to make a 

response. Motion parameters, their temporal derivatives, and regressors to censor time points 

with a frame-wise displacement of > 0.9 mm (Siegel et al. 2014) were included in the first-level 

models as nuisance variables to control for motion artifact.  The second-level models combined 

first-level estimates across runs of a participant using a fixed effects model. Second-level 

explanatory variables contrasted session (aerobics vs. FV) and whether the task was before or 

after the work-out period (pre vs. post). The third-level analysis combined across lower-level 

estimates modeling participants as a random effect for population inference. The final statistical 

maps were thresholded using a permutation-based cluster-mass threshold implemented in FSL’s 

Randomize function with a primary (cluster-forming threshold) of p < .001. 

 

Results 

 

Resting State Connectivity 

 

A linear mixed effects model identified three instances where connectivity between executive 

control networks and other resting state networks differed significantly between FV and gentle 
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aerobics during the post-workout session: There was greater connectivity between RECN and 

language network for FV relative to gentle aerobics [t(8) = 3.59, p = .007], lower connectivity 

between RECN and visuospatial network for FV relative to gentle aerobics [t(8) = 2.33, p = .048]   

(see Figure 1), and lower connectivity between RECN and anterior salience network for FV 

relative to gentle aerobics [t(8) = 2.54, p = .035].  

Connectivity estimates from the identified connections were entered into an additional 

follow-up repeated measures ANOVA to test whether connectivity varied as a function of 

workout type (FV vs Aerobic), time (pre- and post-workout), and resting state networks (RECN 

and language; RECN and visuospatial; RECN and anterior salience network). Overall, there was 

a significant interaction whereby the connectivity between pre- and post- and FV and aerobics 

varied across the resting state networks, F(2, 16) = 8.053, p = .0038, partial η2 = .501.  

 

Observations were as follows:  

• There was a significant increase from pre- to post- in RECN and language network 

connectivity for FV: t(8) = 2.94, p = .019, but there was a significant decrease in connectivity 

between these regions for gentle aerobics: t(8) = 3.43, p = .009 (Figure 2, Left panel). This 

change may indicate greater communication between RECN and the language network after 

FV, perhaps related to FV’s role in preparing actors to use language in performance. 

 

• There was a significant decrease from pre- to post- in RECN and visuospatial network 

connectivity for FV: t(8) = 3.62, p = .007, but no difference in pre- to post- connectivity 

between these networks for gentle aerobics: t(8) = 0.36, p = .73 (Figure 2, Right panel). 

Likewise, there was a significant decrease from pre- to post- in RECN and anterior salience 

network connectivity for FV: t(8) = 4.29, p = .003, but no difference in pre- to post- 

connectivity between these networks for gentle aerobics: t(8) = 1.45, p = .19.4 These changes 

may be compensatory based on the observed increases in connectivity between RECN and 

the language network. For example, the greater communication between RECN and language 

network may lead to reduced communication between RECN and visuospatial and anterior 

salience networks. 

 

• No changes were observed in left executive control network (LECN) connectivity. No 

differences between aerobics and FV were observed in the baseline scans during either 

session.  

 

Together these results suggest that, in relation to voice for actors, FV may result in 

changes in resting state network connectivity to increase control over language related processes, 

but perhaps decrease control over more basic attentional and visuospatial processing. However, it 

is not clear how much of these changes is due to FV itself, or due to participants in this sample 

habitually using FV in the context of voice for acting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Resting State Connectivity Seed Regions 
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Figure 1. Resting State Connectivity Seed Regions. (Radiological format--right side is on the left 

for axial view.) A depiction of executive control (green), visuospatial (red), and language (blue) 

networks. 

 

 

RECN - Language and Visuo-Spatial Connectivity 

 
Figure 2. RECN - Language and Visuo-Spatial Connectivity. (Error bars indicated 95% 

confidence intervals.) 

 

Task-Based Results 

 

To test how FV impacted task-based activation when subjects did the category learning task, we 

contrasted pre-post FV and the difference between pre-post FV and pre-post aerobics. 

• We found that for correct trials, there was a cluster of activation in right dorsolateral PFC, 

part of the RECN, that was more active during correct trials post FV than pre FV (see Figure 

3). 

(cluster p = .023, cluster size = 504, cluster max t = 12.2, cluster location (mm): x = 50, y = 

38, z = 24).  

• This same pattern of activation was not observed for gentle aerobics, suggesting that gentle 

aerobics does not lead to the same increases in task coupling as FV. 
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• However, the interaction (pre – post FV vs. pre – post aerobics) did not reach statistical 

significance (cluster p = .25). 

 

The task-based results help to corroborate the changes observed due to FV in the resting 

state connectivity results. The task-based results show that a part of the RECN, the DLPFC, is 

also more strongly coupled with task performance while participants were providing correct 

responses on the category learning task. Moreover, these task results allow for inferences that are 

not possible with the resting state data because the task is known to measure executive control 

functions such as selective attention (O’Bryan, et al. 2018), while we can only indirectly assume 

that the RECN findings from the resting state analysis indicate changes in executive function 

(Poldrack 2006). 

 

 

 

 

 

   Task-Based Activation 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Task-Based Activation. (Radiological format--right side is on the left for coronal and 

axial views.) 

 

Discussion 

 

What do the Results Mean? 

 

The current study used a small sample size and thus should be regarded as a preliminary glimpse 

at how FV may impact neurobiological and cognitive functioning. However, despite the small 

sample size, the results are exciting both because of their consistency and because they point to 

potential neurocognitive mechanisms for how FV may benefit vocal performance that 

corroborate some aspects of anecdotal reports from FV practitioners. All of our results implicate 

FV Destructuring/tremoring in affecting right executive control network (RECN) processing. In 

resting state fMRI, we observed greater connectivity between RECN and language network after 

FV, and in a cognitive task, we observed greater coupling of RECN with correct trials after FV. 

These results are notable due to the importance of executive control networks for a variety of 

cognitive functions. As discussed in the introduction, executive control networks direct mental 

processes for focusing attention and cognitive resources on goal-relevant information. The 

executive control network allows us to perform tasks such as problem solving, planning, and 

engaging in complex sequences (related to processes of thinking and/or physical action).  
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Interestingly, however, our results did not show that RECN connectivity increased 

globally, and instead we observed decreases in connectivity between RECN and two other brain 

networks, the visuospatial network and the anterior salience network. Coupled with our findings 

of greater connectivity between RECN and language networks, these results suggest that FV may 

change connectivity between brain networks to: 

 

• focus executive resources on language 

• favor connections between executive control and language networks. 

 

 However, open questions remain about whether these increases in connectivity for 

language-related networks reflect an actual reorganization of limited cognitive resources to 

promote language, and whether these changes are at the expense of visuospatial or other 

cognitive processes. For example, does increasing the connectivity between RECN and language 

networks make people less attentive to visuospatial detail? Such questions will require additional 

data and measures to directly test these potential cognitive effects. Presently, the neuroimaging 

results are merely suggestive that FV may lead to changes in how executive resources are 

deployed to language versus other cognitive processes in actors who practice FV.  

 

Executive Control Functioning and Acting Performance 

 

Acting is an intense and distilled form of goal-directed behavior that focuses attention and 

cognitive resources on selecting and integrating goal-relevant information. Acting abilities are 

heavily dependent on executive function. High levels of accomplishment in acting require 

considerable facilities for wide-ranging creative activities, among them: developing verbal 

character traits and remaining in character; identifying and integrating salient creative 

discoveries and choices “on the fly”; learning particular accents, pronunciations, and 

suprasegmental aspects of speech; retention and timing of lines; learning, retaining, and adjusting 

gestures, use of props, physical and verbal timing, dance and stage combat choreography, sung 

and instrumental music, and blocking (movement around the stage including crosses from one 

stage area to another, entrances and exits, when and where to sit, stand, recline, lean, etc.). Other 

activities include playing more than one character and switching between them and recalling and 

integrating notes from the director. Other activities in variety of specialty areas include 

voice/speech/text/dialect, movement, choreography, stage combat, and vocal music. 

Many, if not all, of the activities underlying acting place great demands on the aspects of 

executive control outlined above. However, as previously discussed, our results suggest that 

executive control may not increase for all activities across the board after FV. Indeed, 

connectivity between the executive control network and language network was increased, but 

connectivity between executive control network and visuospatial network was actually 

decreased. An important question is whether FV would decrease performance in areas like 

blocking or choreography that may rely more on visuospatial processing than language per se. 

Perhaps through its strong vocal basis, FV has selective benefits for language-related aspects of 

acting. Alternatively, the change in connectivity may be related to our sample, primarily voice 

teachers who are also experienced actors. In a sample that habitually uses FV to prepare for 

language-related functions, this change in connectivity could be based more on how the sample 

typically uses FV, rather than FV consistently changing language-related (as opposed to 
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visuospatial) executive control.  As we describe below, such questions will be critical for future 

studies using a broader population. 

 

Creativity 

 

We also find that creativity is related to the ability to "drive" the brain system into 

difficult to reach states by the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (inferior frontal 

junction) and higher integration abilities in sensorimotor areas. Driving the brain towards 

creativity and intelligence: A network control theory analysis. (Kenett et al. 2018, 79) 

 

An intriguing open question raised by our pilot study is whether the increased connectivity 

between RECN and language network may “prime” creative language use during acting, 

including by enhancing physical/verbal responsiveness to imagery triggered by language. Could 

FV improve the actor’s ability to make novel, uniquely personal associations with the text of a 

script that helps to lift it from the page into the utterances and other psycho-physical 

manifestations of an artistic performance?  
Relating our current results to creativity research, several recent studies (Beaty, Chen, et 

al. 2018; Beaty, Kenett, et al. 2018; Zhu et al. 2017; Beaty et al. 2016; McPherson et al. 2016) 

have established that unique functional connectivity patterns during tasks that encourage creative 

thinking, such as divergent thinking tasks, can be predictive of an individual’s “creative ability” 

(Beaty, Kenett, et al. 2018). Interestingly, as the quote that prefaces this section suggests, 

connectivity differences between parts of the RECN and sensorimotor regions during divergent 

thinking are a key predictor of creative ability. Thus, the overlap between creativity networks and 

our present results is suggestive that FV may have a beneficial impact on creativity, as 

anticipated by reports of enhanced artistic performance after FV described above in the 

introduction. However, in order to establish whether our observed increases in RECN 

connectivity are indicative of enhanced creative potential, future investigations into FV will want 

to incorporate divergent thinking tasks used in past creativity studies to measure creative 

potential directly (Silvia et al. 2008).  

Beyond RECN specifically, other results from the Kenett et al. (2018) study suggested 

that integration of “sensorimotor” areas of the brain are also implicated in creativity. These 

findings raise additional stimulating questions, not only for FV research, but also for specialists 

and teachers of voice, movement, acting, and related performance skills, who devote much time 

to developing sensorimotor facility and responsiveness that is integral to artistic creation in the 

performing arts. 

 

Acting Performance 

 
Psychologists know surprisingly little about the cognitive and affective underpinnings of acting, 

and this stands in sharp contrast to what has been learned about the psychological skills involved 

in music and the visual arts. (Goldstein 2009, 6) 

 

Given the nature of the art form and an overall outside-the-discipline misunderstanding of what it 

involves, it is not surprising that there have been so few quantitative studies of cognition related 

to acting, or to voice and acting. Thalia Goldstein’s quote aptly expresses the state of cognitive 

study on the effects of voice as related to acting. Acting, like life, is messy. For people without 

advanced experience in acting, including the training process, the reality of learning and 
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practicing the art form bears very little resemblance to what they imagine it to be. A phrase from 

Hamlet is useful in expressing the difficulty of a casual, or even a talented amateur, actor in fully 

comprehending the art form: “Though this be madness, yet there is method in't” (Hamlet, 2.2). 

Upon observing the activities in many a serious, highly regarded acting class, the casual observer 

or beginning talented amateur could well come away feeling they had witnessed a “mad” event. 

Because a lowered sense of self-consciousness, along with the ability to explore unique artistic 

choices, is essential for accomplished levels of acting, in classes (and rehearsals) actors 

frequently practice their craft through making extreme choices of physicality, voice, and 

behavior. In addition, they must learn to make extreme choices safely. To the uninitiated, this 

looks like madness. To the expert, the extravagant explorations of actors, especially actors in 

training, are an accepted (and expected) part of their pedagogical development. 

A related misconception about acting is the idea that actors rehearse by spending every 

moment self-consciously planning and manipulating every detail of a performance, when in 

practice the actor uses rehearsals to explore within a wide range from very broad to exactingly 

meticulous choices. Furthermore, within the structure of well-rehearsed professional 

performances that audiences see, actors in a realistic drama strive to behave in a fashion that is as 

close as possible to daily life, ever watching and listening to what is happening around them, 

attuned to the internal responses of the character they embody, and to their ongoing self-

assessment of the technical aspects of their performance. Did I find my light, hold for audience 

laughter until it just began to fade, time my line correctly, handle my prop effortlessly, make a 

cross at the right time? Of course, those details are rehearsed so as to be nearly second nature, 

but they require a light touch of monitoring nonetheless. In sum, actors learn to attune their 

behavior on stage in a rehearsed-yet-spontaneous way. Developing the ability to draw upon 

quotidian behavior to shape convincing artistic behavior is an essential aspect of the actor’s task. 

For the talented professional actor no longer in training, their instrument is their entire 

body, typically moving through space at various speeds, sounding vocally, and in contact with 

other bodies and objects in convergent layers of sound, breath, movement, thought, action, 

emotion, and affect. The researcher who wishes to investigate voice in relation to acting then, is 

faced with capturing some small aspects of a kaleidoscopic art form and, moreover, an art which 

has psychology at its core. Actors embody and perform outward manifestations of the 

psychology of dramatic characters. The following section details some of the logistical issues 

inherent in using fMRI to study voice for acting and outlines how we addressed them. 

 

Development of More Specific Research Methodologies for Under-Studied Performance 

Disciplines through Use of fMRI 

 

For this project, the use of fMRI and the protocols created for it offer new methods of 

investigation, both for fMRI research on artistic performance activities that encompass more 

physical movement than can be tolerated for viable scans, and for investigating other voice-

specific performing arts methodologies. At present, physical movement must be kept to a 

minimum to collect usable fMRI data. During fMRI scans, head movement is minimized by 

positioning the head within a padded framework. As mentioned earlier, even vocalizing produces 

vibrations that can distort brain scan data, with Destructuring/tremoring while in the scanner 

creating too much movement to produce useable scans. We propose that the fMRI protocol we 

devised for this study—(1) pre-intervention scans of resting state and task, (2) outside-of-scanner 

intervention activity, (3) post-intervention scans--is a model that could be used for other 
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performance disciplines or activities that involve physical movement. Indeed, this process has 

already proven useful for measuring brain responses in other cases where it is difficult to perform 

a behavior in the scanner, such as comparing the neural response to eating different qualities of 

meat which, like tremoring and vocalization, can lead to excessive motion (Tapp et al. 2017). 

 

Beyond the Performing Arts 

 

Although our results are primarily aimed at understanding the neurocognitive underpinnings of 

FV with respect to the performing arts, the results open the door for future studies examining the 

potential benefits of using FV therapeutically in clinical populations. Executive function is a key 

cognitive function that is implicated in a range of clinical disorders (Royall et al. 2002) as well as 

health-related disparities due to aging (Buckner 2004), addiction (Hester, Lubman, and Murat 

2010), and socio-economic status (Noble et al. 2005). For example, changes in executive 

function accompany both normal aging as well as dementias that affect the world’s aging 

population (Perry and Hodges 1999). With additional corroborating data, could FV potentially be 

used therapeutically to help groups improve executive function by increasing post-Destructuring 

cognitive performance, or even promoting longer term improvements in executive control 

capacity? The fact that we see FV impacting executive control networks both in resting state and 

task-based fMRI suggests that, despite the limited population size of this first pilot study, future 

studies should consider adapting FV techniques to test whether it has therapeutic benefits in 

these groups. 

 

Future Investigations 

 

The current study provides a first look at the possible neurocognitive effects of FV. However, 

because it was a small pilot, additional larger studies are needed to verify and extend our 

findings. Further, to gain an understanding of the effects of FV on a wider population, it is 

critical that we extend our current findings from noting effects on experts to examining effects on 

novice populations. To that end, we plan to recruit a larger subject group (36+) with no prior FV 

experience and instruct this non-expert group in FV DsT. They will receive basic instruction in 

FV DsT and then be scanned using the same protocols implemented in the pilot study described 

in this article. A larger study would also indicate whether FV might hold promise for similar 

neurocognitive benefits in other population subsets, including the potential for use of FV in arts-

based, integrative therapies for Alzheimer's, ADHD, or other cognitive disorders. 

In terms of hypothetical outcomes for the next study, our anticipated results are that we 

will replicate the results of the pilot study with FV experts in showing: 

• Increased activation in DLPFC during task-based fMRI 

• Increased connections between RECN and language networks during resting state 

scans. 

If the present results can be replicated, it would help establish FV as a useful practice for 

enhancing verbal working memory and executive control in more general populations, and 

inform future projects specifically aimed at looking at potential therapeutic benefits of FV. 

 

This second study with similar outcomes would support development of more specific 

research methodologies as related to performing arts, such as: 
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• Developing fMRI protocols for performing arts-based studies that involve physical 

movements and gestures that are prohibitively large to perform during fMRI scans. 

• Developing fMRI adaptations with emerging data analyzing software which might 

facilitate the ability for the fMRI to accurately measure neural activation, despite 

physical activity. 

• Utilizing FV as a potential resource to improve cognition in healthy populations. 

• Increasing our ability to test active phonation in real time by using advanced fMRI 

recording (e.g., respiratory gating) and/or analysis techniques to mitigate data quality 

issues from head motion. For example, it is not clear whether FV directly engages any 

RECN-based processes as opposed to having downstream effects on these processes 

after completing the FV exercises. 

• Cognitive applications for working memory: enhancing attentional focus, studying, 

public speaking (including scripted speeches and extemporaneous public 

presentations), and ameliorating effects of stress on working memory (Bogdonov et 

al. 2016). 

• Exploring the viability of utilizing FV as a resource with special groups and 

broadened population subsets, including those with diagnosed Alzheimer’s, ADHD, 

and ALS (Caban 2018). 

 

In the performing arts, there are growing calls for evidence-based studies to test and 

enhance the effectiveness of traditional performing arts training methodologies. This study has 

the potential to support new research methods in other performing arts areas in addition to 

Fitzmaurice Voicework, including those in acting, singing, movement, and dance. We are 

encouraged by early positive indications for the FV methodology and its potential in contributing 

to a key component of a performer’s craft, namely, enhancement of executive control functioning 

and its connections with language. The authors hope that this study encourages more research of 

a quantitative nature that encompasses cognition and performing arts disciplines, especially 

disciplines that heretofore have been under-studied. We also advocate for performing arts 

specialists playing central and active roles in the conception, design, and evaluation of such 

studies. Artists are simultaneously inheritors and progenitors of the long history of performing 

arts practices, and they possess the “studio wisdom” necessary to shape fundamental questions 

that lie at the heart of all research.5  
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Notes 

1 "Flow state" is defined as "a psychological state characterized by a high level of attention with a low sense of 

effort, low self-awareness, and a feeling of control and enjoyment" (Yoshida et al. 2014, 82). Mihalyi 

Csikszentmihalyi’s seminal investigations to identify and define “flow state” or “flow experience” have produced a 

significant body of research (Beard 2015). “Flow” experiences are defined by Csikszentmihalyi as being subjective 

and brought about by engagement in challenging, goal-driven activities that are neither too easy, nor discouragingly 

difficult, but strike “subjectively experienced task-skill balances” (Ulrich et al. 2014, 195). 
2 The Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) was developed by E.A. Berg and D.A. Grant to assess cognitive 

reasoning and flexibility in thinking (Grant and Berg 1948; Berg 1948). It has since become a frequently used 

measure of executive function and can be used in neuropsychological assessments to detect damage to the prefrontal 

cortex. In the WCST, people see cards and classify them using different predetermined criteria. At first, participants 
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guess as to which criteria to use to sort the cards, but they are given feedback about their answers to teach them 

which criteria are correct. Cards can be classified based on color, the shape of symbols on the card, and the number 

of symbols on the card. After a participant has learned a rule, the rule will switch to measure how adept they are at 

switching to new rules. A demo of the task is available at: https://www.psytoolkit.org/experiment-library/wcst.html 
3 MNI refers to a brain atlas template created by the Montreal Neurological Institute that is based on MRI scans 

from a group of healthy volunteers. MNI templates are used for “analyzing and presenting […] fMRI results” 

(Kemmerer 2015, 46). The MNI-152 template is comprised of 152 T1-weighted anatomical images that have been 

registered to the MNI-152 coordinate system and averaged. Detailed information about the current version of the 

template implemented in FSL is available at the following links: https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/Atlases and  

http://nist.mni.mcgill.ca/?p=858.  
4 The anterior salience network (e.g., Menon and Uddin 2010) is a set of functionally connected regions. The 

engagement of this network is thought to facilitate detection of novel stimuli across a range of sensory modalities, 

and it is also associated with shifting attention away from an ongoing task to a new task set or rule. Regions 

included are the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), anterior insula, and inferior frontal cortex. 
5 Research and author contributions are as follows: Principle Investigator: Rachel Hirshorn-Johnston. Co- Principle 

Investigators: Lynn Watson, Tyler Davis. Lead author: Lynn Watson, Co-Authors: Rachel Hirshorn-Johnston, Sean 

O’Bryan, and Tyler Davis. Data analysis: Tyler Davis. Task design: Sean O’Bryan and Tyler Davis. Research 

assistant: Lauren V. Miller. 
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